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GENERAL WORKS

BOOKS


Franks, Oliver S. Central planning and control in war and peace; three lectures. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1947. (HC 256.5 .F83)

Maxwell Air Force Base, AL: Aerospace Studies Institute, Air University, 1971. (UGH 207 .F99


Maxwell Air Force Base, AL: Air War College, Air University, 1968. (UGB 907 .A42 3610

*Guerrilla strategies: an historical anthology from the Long March to Afghanistan*.

Halperin, Morton H. *National security policy-making: analyses, cases, and proposals*.

Hayward, Charles W. *Improving the efficiency and objectivity of defense decision making*.
Maxwell Air Force Base, AL: Air War College, Air University, 1966. (UA 23.3 .H42

Herwig, Holger H. *Politics of frustration; the United States in German naval planning, 1889-1941*.

*The history of the Joint Chiefs of Staff: the Joint Chiefs of Staff and national policy*. 4 vols.

Holley, Irving B. *An enduring challenge: the problem of Air Force doctrine*.

Howard, Michael E. *The theory and practice of war: essays presented to B. H. Liddell Hart on his seventieth birthday*.

Hoxie, Ralph G. *Command decision and the Presidency: a study in national security policy and organisation*.


Palmer, John M. America in arms; the experience of the United States with military organization. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1941. (UA 25 .P17)

Poe, Bryce, II. History and the strategic aerospace operations officer. n.p.: University of Omaha, 1964. (U 27 .P6)


Rosenbloom, Morris V. Peace through strength; Bernard Baruch and a blueprint for security. New York: Farrar, Straus and Young, 1953. (E 748 .R32 R6 1953a)


Smillie, William Y. The search for national security planning machinery, 1900-1942. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University, 1960. (Microfilm)


PERIODICAL LITERATURE


GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS


REPORT LITERATURE

1900-1919; WORLD WAR I

BOOKS


Brandenburg, Erich. From Bismarck to the world war; a history of German foreign policy 1870-1914. London: Oxford University Press, 1927. (DD 228.6 .B81)


*Finnegan, John F.* *Military preparedness in the progressive era, 1911-1917.* Ann Arbor, MI: University Microfilms, 1974. (UA 23 .F52)


Mach, Edmund R. *Official diplomatic documents relating to the outbreak of the European war, with photographic reproductions of official editions of the documents (Blue, White, Yellow, etc., books).* New York: Macmillan, 1916. (D 505 .M14)


Pohl, James W. *The general staff and American military policy: the formative period, 1898-1932.* Ann Arbor, MI: University Microfilms, 1968. (Microfilm)


PERIODICAL LITERATURE


Plans for a big American navy. Literary Digest 51:826-827, 16 October 1915.


GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS


Lupfer, Timothy T. The dynamics of doctrine: the changes in German tactical doctrine during the First World War. Fort Leavenworth, KS: U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, 1981. (D110.9:4)

1919-1939; INTERWAR YEARS

BOOKS


Franklin, Ben G. The military policy of the United States, 1918-1933: a study of the influence of World War I on Army organization and control. Berkeley: University of California, 1943. (Microfilm)


Maciuika, Benedict V. Armed services' influence on the formation of the United States foreign policy, 1938-1941. University of Chicago, n.d. (Microfilm)

Mead, Dana G. United States peacetime strategic planning, 1920-1941: the color plans to the victory program. Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1967. (Microfilm)


Possony, Stefan T. To-morrow's war, its planning, management and cost. London: W. Hodge, 1938. (HB 195 .P65)


PERIODICAL LITERATURE


Beard, Charles A. America debates war plans. *Current History* 42:290-294, June 1933.
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1939-1945; WORLD WAR II

BOOKS


Barker, Ralph. The thousand plan; the story of the first thousand bomber raid on Cologne. London: Chatto & Windus, 1945. (D 786 .B25t)


Burdick, Charles B.  Germany's military strategy and Spain in World War II. Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 1968. (DD 256.3 .B95)


Deutsch, Harold C.  Conspiracy against Hitler in the twilight war. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1968. (DD 256.3 .D48)

Dickens, Sir Gerald C.  Bombing and strategy; the fallacy of total war. London: S. Low, Marston, 1947. (UGK 21 .D54)


Fabyan, Thomas A. A critique of United States air war planning, 1941-1945. n.p.: St. Louis University, 1973. (D 780 .F34)


Hayes, Grace P. *The history of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in World War II: the war against Japan.* Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute Press, 1982. (D 769.1 .H39)


----------. *Hitler's strategy.* Cambridge University Press, 1951. (D 757 .H86)


*Politics and strategy in the Second World War: Germany, Great Britain, Japan, the Soviet Union, and the United States.* Manhattan, KS: Military Affairs/Aerospace Historian Publishers, 1976. (D 748 .P64)


U.S. Army Air Forces. The development of tactical doctrines at AAFSAT and AAFTAC. Washington, DC: Assistant Chief of Air Staff, 1944. (UGB 907 .H6 no.13)


ULTRA and the history of the United States Strategic Air Force in Europe vs. the German Air Force. Frederick, MD: University Publications of America, 1980. (D 810 .C88 U52)

U.S. Army Air Forces Evaluation Board, Mediterranean Theater of Operations. Report, volume 7: successes and failures of an outstanding nature, which have occurred in carrying out planned operations, and the reasons to which they can be attributed, part A: Operation "Corkscrew": the capture of the island of Pantelleria. n.p., n.d. (Spec Coll D 790 .A74m V.7 pt.A)


Japanese preparations for operations in Manchuria prior to 1943. n.p.: Office of the Chief of Military History, Dept. of the Army, 1954. (D 767.2 .U48 v.77)
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PERIODICAL LITERATURE


Bauer, Jack and Alan C. Coon. OLYMPIC vs. KEITSU-GO. (Description of U.S. plans to assault Kyushu in the fall of 1945 and an account of the Japanese plan to defend it.) Marine Corps Gazette 49:32-44, August 1965.


Drake, F. V. Air plan; method of beating the axis from the air within six months. Life 13:67-70+, 26 July 1943.


The German plans for attacking Switzerland. Military Review 30(9):82-93, December 1950.


Political and military problems of Soviet leadership during the final phase of the war. Military Review 35:77-82, April 1955.

Pratt, F. German planning for total war. Harpers Magazine 182:225-237, February 1941.


Schlieffen's plan; Hitler's giving it a workout and speeding up timetable. Newsweek 15:21-22, 17 June 1940.


Wertenbaker, C. C. Invasion plan; Beedle Smith worked out the secret, closely guarded moves. Life 16:94-96+, 12 June 1944.
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS


Kelsey, Benjamin S. The dragon's teeth?: the creation of United States air power for World War II. Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1982. (SI1.2:D78)


Books


---


Murphy, E. Lloyd. The U.S./U.N. decision to cross the 38th parallel, October 1950; a case study of changing objectives in limited war. Maxwell Air Force Base, AL: Air War College, Air University, 1966. (DS 919 .M97)


A program for the nonmilitary defense of the United States; a statement on national policy by the NPA Special Committee on Nonmilitary Defense Planning; and the tasks of nonmilitary defense and the present status of planning. By William H. Stead. Washington, DC: n.p., 1955. (UGK 325 .M27)


PERIODICAL LITERATURE


Materiel; supporting the aircraft and preparing for the missile. *Armed Forces Management* 8:120-121, November 1959.


The plans, training, and intelligence division; Office of the Chief Chemical Officer. *Armed Forces Chemical Journal* 5(4):37, April 1952.


GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS


REPORT LITERATURE

Buchheim, R. W.  Problems of planning and decision in military R & D. Santa Monica, CA: Rand Corp., September 1964.  (P-3021)


Weiner, M. G.  The role of operations research in planning for limited war. Santa Monica, CA: Rand Corp., October 1962.  (P-2654)
1960-PRESENT: VIETNAM WAR AND BEYOND

BOOKS


Branscomb, Max G. The Soviet military and policy making in the USSR. Maxwell Air Force Base, AL: Air War College, Air University, 1974. (UGB 907 .A42 5194)


Holst, Johan J. Some reflections on Alliance strategy and the problem of command, control, and communication (C3I). Oslo: Norwegian Institute of International Affairs, 1983. (On order)


Manning the American armed forces: problems and prospects. Edited by Allan R. Millett and Anne F. Trupp. Columbus: Mershon Center of Ohio State University, 1981. (UB 323 .M3)


Nightengale, Merlyn E. A systems approach to strategy formulation when decisions must be made under conditions of uncertainty. n.p.: Arizona State University, 1966. (Spec Coll LB 2378 1966 .N68)


Sherr, Alan B. The European negotiations: paths to war or peace? Boston, MA: The Lawyers Alliance for Nuclear Arms Control, 1983. (On order)


Williams, Robert D. Planning winning strategies using forces designed solely for deterrence. Maxwell Air Force Base, AL: Air War College, Air University, 1975. (UGB 907 .A42 5796)


PERIODICAL LITERATURE


Air Force antiterrorism program: planning and flexibility the key. TIC Brief 34:18, 30 April 1982.


Continuity (of operations) planning. TIG Brief 28:11, 23 April 1976.


Early, effective planning: the guide for achievement. TIG Brief 28:20, 10 September 1976.


Engelbach, Hermann F., Jr. and Peter LoPresti. The focus is on contingency planning. Air Force Civil Engineer 12:12-13, August 1971.


Gayler, Noel M. Concern of DCNO/Development in surface—subsurface systems

Clakas, Thomas. Getting there (high cost of logistics determines strategic
projection in the future planning of any state). *Defense and Foreign

Goodpaster, Andrew J., Jr. Development of a coherent American strategy:

Gray, Colin S. Nuclear strategy: a case for a theory of victory.

Greenleaf: he shapes the Air Force of the future. Interview, LtGen Abbott

Gropman, Alan. Long-range planning—a new beginning. *Air University

1967.

Hanks, Robert J. Whither U.S. naval strategy? *Strategic Review* 10:16-22,
Summer 1982.

Hatch, Kenneth M. The critical path method and military planning.


Holzapple, Joseph R. The impact of technology, change on R & D planning.
*Air Force Policy Letter for Commanders (Supplement)* (2):17-21
February 1969.

Hughes, David R. Contingency planning: a new perspective. *U.S. Naval

72


—. Readiness as a state of mind. *Air Force Engineering and Services Quarterly* 23:4-6, Spring 1982.


USAF operation planning process. TIC Brief 27:14, 15 August 1975.


War plans: key to readiness. TIC Brief 34:10, 27 September 1982.


________. Summer song of the strategic ponderer: is it really strategic thinking—or just procrastination? *Armed Forces Journal International* 117:34, July 1980.

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS


REPORT LITERATURE


Miller, Charles L. An analysis of the relationship of Coast Guard zero base budgeting and planning, programming, and budgeting. Monterey, CA: Naval Postgraduate School, 1979. (AD-A075 488)


Schlesinger, J. R. *Organizational structures and planning.* Santa Monica, CA: Rand Corp., February 1966. (P-3316)
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Foreign affairs bibliography; a selected and annotated list of books on international relations. New York: Harper, 1919-. (Ref Z 6463 .F72)


Halperin, Morton H. Limited war; an essay on the development of the theory and an annotated bibliography. Cambridge: Center for International Affairs, Harvard University, 1962. (Z 6724 .S8 H19)


Lane, Jack C. America's military past; a guide to information sources. Detroit: Gale Research Co., 1980. (Z 1249 .M5 L36)
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